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Summary

I have children at the following grade levels (check all that apply):

My child(ren) is/are receiving a high-quality education at Nashoba Regional
High School.

My child(ren) has/have high-quality teachers who both challenge and support
my child(ren).

Edit this formamasterson@nrsd.net
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2 4 3%
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4 55 42%
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1 4 3%

2 2 2%

3 14 11%

4 33 25%

5 77 59%

NRHS provides a safe environment for my child.

The high school administration (Parry Graham, Brian Cote, and Kerri
O'Donnell) effectively leads the school.

I receive effective communication from NRHS.

I receive effective communication from the Superintendent, Michael Wood.



1 11 8%

2 15 11%

3 32 24%

4 42 32%

5 31 24%

What are two or three things that you believe the high school does really well
that we should continue to maintain?

Phone communication was helpful.  The presentations about drugs in highschools and

communication with parents about the no-drug policy is very important Educating children about

safe sex and abstinence  Strong education valued by colleges as children move on. Activities

and sports are abundant. Quality teachers that the students can trust and learn from.  Focus

on the students  Developing and maintaining personal relationships with the students and

parents. You do a great job of not making us feel like we are just another number. Teachers are

challenging our daughter everyday - in a good way! The teachers are well-prepared and provide

direction on extra help as needed. The sports programs are excellent! This year our daughter

participated in volleyball, basketball and softball. The coaches promote teamwork and a sense

of belonging. Coach Griff is the best! We just love him. He provides constructive feedback, not

criticism. Athletics and other clubs and activities Challenging curriculum for all students!  1)

the quality of your honors/AP classes is very good. The Teachers should be rewarded for thier

effort. 2) while my child does not participate in after school activities very much I believe many

are available. However it does seem difficult for parents to find any info on these activities that

would allow us to encourage our child. I'm not referring to organized sports. 3) the staff is always

polite and helpful when interacting with parents.  School spirit is great! Communication is good

as well.  --Thanks for your dedication to the drama program. Drama has made my children

want to go to school every day, make new friends, more confident and excellent public

speakers. --Rich, the custodian at NRSD, is an undervalued asset. --Harold Becker's Latin

program is outstanding. My child learns and enjoys learning. --Neither Mrs. Armstrong nor Mr.

Burkes are my child's teachers, but they always participate in events. They know my child's

name and they are those "safe people" that my child knows is accessible if my child had a

question or need.They greeted me and gave me directions in the hallway during conference day.

I knew that the teachers who were "chilly" during conferences where probably that way to the

kids, so I was very happy to see Mr. Burkes and Mrs. Armstrong acting so hospitable to

freshmen parents who didn't know how to maneuver the building.  The communication and

professionalism from Parry Graham is refreshing and helpful. Continue pushing the messages

regarding safety and enforcing that drug use at the high school is unacceptable. Continued in

school searches by state police and the local police presence is critical to this effort. Continuing



to highlight kids who excel and deserve additional opportunities because they excel, work hard

and lead - are key. The Reality Fair is a great thing to continue for all grades!  Excellent

course selection Excellent communication regarding college applications, scholarships, AP

exams Excellent weekly communication from Dr. Graham  I really like the weekly phone

call/email from Dr. Graham. I appreciate the class choices. There seems to be a class, activity

or opportunity for all students to excel and enjoy. Frequent communication with parents

through email means I have a sense of the big picture at the school and my obligations. Giving

students responsibility for such things as scheduling means they are making decisions. The

expectations for learning are solid; my children are expected to learn challenging material

High Standards Variety of Classes  Love the drama program! I think most of the teachers who

teach AP classes are challenging and motivating.  My student actually likes the food, and it

seems healthy. With only one exception ( the teachers all seem very

committed to their students, and provide good feedback on papers and tests. This is the core of

what makes us happy with the school.  The SPED teachers have been great especially

Andrew Zercie. He has emailed me during the weekend and vacation when I have had concerns.

He is supportive and responsive when we have concerns. We are so happy he will continue on

with our son next year.  1. Strong academic classes with mostly excellent teachers. 2. Having

a Principal that communicates well to students and parents, and take lead in having 'school

spirit'. 3. Strong music and arts program--helps bring school connectedness to non-athletic

students.  parry graham weekly messages. schedule for midterm and final exams-late starts

are good. safety officers are very important- students are concerned about the number of

fights/incidents this year. yearbook this year was exceptional-we have been through 10 years of

yearbooks and this was the best-and"chieftains" was spelled correctly!  Rigorous, engaging

coursework with high expectations in most classes Safe, positive atmosphere  The weekly

update is very useful. You have a great Best Buddies program.  1. Balance of focus on

academic and character development/growth 2. Guidance and College Planning - Seminars have

been a great resource/change. 3. Visibility and accessibility of Administrative staff  I am glad

to receive the weekly newsletter to inform me of important information I should know about. I am

really pleased with some of the events organized by the school that makes Nashoba special--for

example, the Career Day for sophomores. Any time I have needed to contact the Guidance

Department, I have received prompt and helpful feedback--thank you.  The overall spirit of the

school. The kids seem to support one another in school events and I believe that attitude comes

from the top. The number of clubs and activities students have to choose from is great. It's so

important for each student to be involved and you give plenty of opportunity to be a part of the

school. The RAD class is great. I do feel very strongly that the male students should also be

getting educated on the risky behaviors they exhibit. Do they know happens to their life if they

assault a female? Why is it the girls job to defend herself? Why aren't we teaching the boys not

to assault them to begin with? Domestic abuse is huge and education is the key. Offer AP

and Honors classes. This provides a challenging curriculum for our children and helps prepare

them for college. Challenging curriculum good wrestling program communication Great

communication from the school (weekly updates). Junior Newsletters are very informative and



helpful in the college planning process. 1 - Dr. Parry Graham's weekly messages are

informative and interesting. 2 - The guest speakers - particularly Chris Herren (the basketball

player) and the K-9 unit police officer(s). 3 - Continue to hire quality regular and special

education teachers who care about their students (and will correspond with parents with

concerns). 4 - Sorry you said only 3, but the on-line sports scheduling has become much better

than in the past! Administration is responsive to parent input. Great having the dogs in the

school and grounds to help with the drug problem. Good selection of new classes and course

offerings.  Best Buddies program is fantastic for everyone.  Good communication with

parents ("a few brief reminders and announcements")  Math/Science are strengths from ACC

and up. Structured guidance seminars. Open team athletics for some sports.  course offerings

are interesting and good variety of chooses plenty of extra activities Handling fights. I know

there are a handful of fights and you can't help it but its good that they are over fairly quickly.

You hear about a fight but then its over as soon as it started.  Weekly communications from

Parry Graham. Email communications.  weekly communication via email have quality teachers

keep school environment safe  Communication is excellent, between the website, power

school, phone messages and emails. There is also a wide variety of ways to participate in

activities at the school. I think the school has a very welcoming feel. I'm also very pleased with

the language program. Specifically the German program. My son has learned so much in the

three years he's been taking German.  We were very happy with social studies, math and

English courses this year. My son was challenged and seemed happy with the relationships

developed with the teachers.  Communication between admin and parents. Nurturing children

with issues. The guidance department and special education departments are excellent. As

well, the course offerings have improved over the last few years.  Offers assist to kids on IEP.

Cominication with parents Strong students support  weekly announcements via phone and

email are helpful! Dr. Graham's presence. As long as he is maintaining a balance of leadership

(authority). I believe the high school offers challenging courses for college bound students. I

believe we offer a wide variety of extracurricular activites. Students are encourage to be

accepting of many different people and most our teachers are constantly trying and succeeding

in adapting new ideas and demands placed upon them. Nashoba Regional High School offers

a nice variety of courses at various levels to accommodate most students. Teachers are usually

available extra hours for extra help. We receive emails and phone messages to keep up up to

date and well informed.  Communication Powerschool Variety of academics  -Expectations

on behavior seem to be clearly presented to the students -Communication to families from the

principal is excellent  Communication with parents is great. I count on Dr. Graham's weekly

updates to keep me organized! Extremely supportive & caring staff...making sure all students

get the support they need to succeed  1. Guidance/nurses are very good. 2. Mrs. Peer is an

wonderful teacher and she communicates with me proactively and effectively regarding individual

needs. 1.) Being inclusive to ALL of their students. 2.) Great teachers and staff.  Students

are valued and school spirit is evident.  Offering multiple levels of classes within a single

subject so that students can pick the level of detail that fits their schedules and level of interest

Offers a variety of clubs and activities and a late bus to help students get home after



participating.  The school values all kinds of student achievement, not just athletics (though

my kids participate in athletics and love it!). Other activities such as drama, music, math,

robotics, DECA, etc. are also valued and students' accomplishments in these areas are

recognized. Dr. Graham seems to be a man of integrity with a genuine interest in and

relationship with the students. He needs to know that this is appreciated and be encouraged to

keep up the good work. Dr Graham and. Ms ODonnell are wonderful! GSA  Late buses

are very helpful. Some teachers are very interested in seeing students challenged and

succeed.  Genuine concern for well balanced education.  The principal is very approachable

and proactive. He really listens to the parents and students and is willing to make well though

out changes, such as adding an honors biology class and considering overall scheduling

changes. COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS WITH THE PHONE CALLS. THE TEACHERS

ARE GREAT COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS ALSO.  Giving the students some

responsibility for their education and schedule.  Care about the children and challenge them

academically  - spirit of community - challenging curriculum - quality teachers who really care

about their students.  Communication to parents Sports offered High level curriculum and

teachers that do an amazing job at pushing the kids to their capacity  Communication is great

This survey is poorly written- I would have preferred "do you strongly AGREE"" - not the other

way around  the variety of classes offered is great but additional 9th grade science offerings

would be nice. Environmental science was not great.  email feedback on grades via power

school phone calls regarding upcoming events  Power school  School spirit Special

education program is excellent. The Best Buddies program seems like a great and very

strong one, supporting the kids in music and sports, socially as well as academically, which I

think is wonderful (though I do not have a student in the program). And the EMT program seems

outstanding (though again, no participant from our household); I also appreciate the efforts at

interdisciplinary coursework, which I think helps to keep some joy in learning for the students

(and frankly, that's key). I like how you have incorporated the double subject classes. I also

like how the journalism class involved different aspects of journalism. I believe these types of

classes are helping the kids to find the direction they want to take when it comes to picking

their colleges. Nashoba compliments Career Day Guidance Department is very helpful

Communication and best buddies  My daughters experience in the learning center has been

amazing! Katie Giannetti and John DiGennario are amazing teachers, cheerleaders and

supporters!! She has thrived with them!!  1. Parent Communication 2. Activities (sports, clubs,

etc.) 3. Organization  Weekly messages. Communications about events, teams to cheer on,

plays - c reates sense of community. Teachers offer after class help communications and

updates of school activity and events security  I appreciate your efforts to keep drugs out of

the school. Please keep it up. Also, the weekly announcements are very helpful.  Enforcing

the principles of responsibility and accountability,  Weekly messages from Parry Graham are

very useful Honors classes and AP are very good Starting with the canine drug searches - good

idea  Strong academics Supportive environment for all students Many well run extracurricular

activities  Best buddies Guidance staff  excellent technology for students good

communication with parents high behavioral and academic standards  I'm glad to see police



presence at the school, I think this was a wise decision based upon incidences at the school.

The guidance department and guidance support services.  Building a sense of community

Accepting diversity  Mr Sakelarian is a fabulous teacher. Ms Panerelli is a great teacher. I like

the weekly phone calls.  Best buddies Athletics  1) Provides a variety of after-school

activities. 2) Weekly communication informs parents of activities, news and events that take

place at the high school. Art programs are very good.  Weekly updates from Principal

There are some teachers that really motivate and challenge their students.

What are two or three areas in which you believe the high school could and
should improve over the coming years?

Techonology Science Take a close look a the few teachers you have that are bringing down

the overall reputation of the ones who work so hard. You have a few who really should not be

teaching. The attitudes, lack of classroom teaching and name calling of students is absolutely

unacceptable and it affects the students greatly. Class size. 29 students in a math class or any

other just doesn't work. Why do we accept students from other schools/programs when the

students of our communities suffer from it? Junior seminar is great for the kids. What about

some speakers or guidance for parents in the college process. You have the financial talks but

not much to guide us through the process if selection. There are so many colleges, it's iften

difficult to know where to begin. Naviance for parents kind of idea. Students do not have

enough opportunities to learn to write effectively. There are too many options to do Powerpoint or

film projects rather than write. They need to be able to write to succeed in life at whatever they

decide to pursue. Independent wellness and VHS are a c omplete waste of t ime. Please find

ways to schedule gym/electives for students who take honors/AP science courses....  Make

teachers accountable. Let the students evaluate teachers at the end of each year. Try t o get

teachers to teach instead of just continually handing out worksheets. Make the school less

about a small amount of selected athletes and more about all the children's accomplishments

and needs. No one really cares about athletic teams winning championships except the very few

select kids that are being favored. Nashoba has been long known to be a school of cliques of

athletes that really create an at mosphere of bullying. This is encouraged by the school. Don't

publish honor rolls in the paper when only 20% of students don't make them. Why don't you just

publish the 20% and title it here are the stupid kids? Kids don't choose to do the "sport" of

scholastics and if they are not that good at it they shouldn't be forced to have their grades in the

paper. The school should respond when parents take the time to tell them their concerns.

People in positions of power at the school should not play favorites and should be friendly to all

parents not just the favored kids' parents. People in positions of power should not block some

parents on Facebook yet ask to be friends with other parents. Make Nashoba a warmer,

friendlier school. 

 

And not letting kids smoke in the bathrooms would be good too. Everyone

knows they do it yet no one does anything to stop it. People who don't want to smell smoke

can't even go to the bathroom.  Get a control on the smoking and drug use in the schools.



Schools are not a place to have drug sales going on! Also our children and drives should feel

safe on the bus rides to and from school. Smoking should not be permitted on the buses and

riders should be removed and not given warnings every day from the driver. it is a privilege to ride

the bus not a right. 

 Teacher performance as there are some that just go through the motion.

Students that "are special" don't get into trouble. They can act/do anything they want without

consequences ---where is the equal rights of all students. Tired of disruptive behavior as it's not

fair to students that choose to do the right thing and for teachers trying to teach.  Passes. I

think that you are too strict about passes. The kids are old enough to walk around without a

pass or less of a pass and if a kid isn't doing what they are supposed to do then they will get in

trouble for it. Some kids just forget a pass or whatever and get in trouble for it when there are

only a few people who need to have an eye kept on them and I'm sure you know who they are.

School conferences in the spring. We have no opportunity to meet spring-term teachers. Better

gym time. The Wellness semester was quite good, and we got regular feedback. The "gym"

semester seems filled with somewhat meaningless activities, no real exercise, and a completely

opaque system of assessment. Suddenly, an 83 shows up in PowerSchool, with no clue of what

that represents. I have urged my student to ask the teacher, and then to pursue with Guidance if

she gives a vague answer. It also seems silly that a grade in gym affects your GPA. After-

school activities. After the initial activity fair, there seems little opportunity for students to

"switch" activities; information on meetings is hard to come by. Is there a central calendar each

year? I can't find one.  1) while I commend the recent attitude about drug search/tolerance,

this has been severely lacking. the high school has a significant drug/alcohol problem and past

administrations blindness to this has led the students to a feeling of permisiveness. please keep

up the random searches in a polite manor, this will make the kids aware that drugs are not

tolerated by adults or workplaces. 2) in course selection, basic computer classes are lacking.

logic taught in these courses are useful for more than just programming. this also holds true for

a simple course in finance, where saving, borrowing, earning and investing could be discussed.

I'm not suggesting a 4 hr course, but something like one hour a week, perhaps a trade off with

gym. lastly, I firmly believe that the art requirement should be fulfilled in freshmen year with a

basic art class that all freshment take. the current set-up leads to kids being bumped from

generic art courses because juniors and seniors need to take the course to fulfill requirements.

3) I don't always get the impression that guidance is following through on monitoring kids

performance until it becomes a c risis. I don't know what level interaction is necessary, but

perhaps when a student shows signs of slipping, guidance should review with the student and

then the parent. the weekly update from powerschool is helpful, but this is reactive, not

proactive.  Communication of schedule changes could be better (natl honors society meeting

change). Also put common forms online (community service form for example) so we can print

at home whenever it is needed. There should be more tolerance and discretion with the

children and consideration on a case by case basis. I understand the concern for safety, but

teenagers, particularly young men, need to be able to grow up as young men do. The "no

tolerance" rule is simply inappropriate for any human being  Make sure teachers provide timely



grades and update Powerschool in a t imely fashion. They should not be updated once per

month.  1. Physical structure - fix broken lockers, upgrade amphitheater bathrooms, consider

lighting or color scheme enhancements. Whole school is dank, dark and depressing. 2. Get a

handle on the drug culture, school is getting/has druggie rep so minority brings down rest of

school. Send those dogs through locker areas without prior notice and suspend offenders. 3.

Tolerance of non-whites is low, support clubs or other efforts to improve relations and change

attitudes of intolerant kids who have only known the white-burbs.  My child is on and IEP and

in a Study Skills class for help to improve/maintain grades. Nothing is done in this study. My

child does homework and does not receive any "study skills" or help at all during this class.

Very disappointing! Freshman year my child did receive help during the Study Skills class, but

Sophomore is very lacking. Communication from individual teachers, before issues with

homework/tests/falling behind effect grade drastically.  1 - 

  

  

 2 - Continue to learn

more and share knowledge about the students living at the RFK Center with the teaching staff,

students and parents, so all will be educated. I have to admit that I used to think that the Center

was a jail/detention center. It seems this year that effective steps have been taken to educate

students and parents, thankfully. My son is friendly with several students from the RFK Center.

Maybe this is already being done, but If I were a teacher I would want to understand the

background of the kids in the RFK program and then get training so I could teach effectively and

help all my students be comfortable and compassionate so there would not be resentment in

case there is any "perceived" different treatment given to this group of students. some of the

teachers ( example: cp spanish 2 ) dont seem to be accepting of all students learning styles

and personalities.  Additional updates into the classrooms and structure. The HS is looking

tired. Additional Organized SAT/ACT prep c lasses at the school which tie to Fall, Winter, and

Spring Test times. Sophomores could benefit from Spring SAT practice and Juniors from Fall

SAT Prep for the October and December SAT.  Bus routes - Add more buses if necessary.

Also make routes more efficient and put bus stops at safe location for all students. More

consequences for students who clearly violate school/police rules, for example, expel them. As

a parent I'm tired of reading about children being arrested and assaulting police officers in the

newspaper. We never hear about whether these children are allowed back into school. The



"good" kids see allowances made all the time to accommodate children who are clearly braking

school policy. It's discouraging for them and sends the wrong message. Get rid of school choice

and let the children in Stow, Bolton and Lancaster take advantage of smaller class sizes if need

be.  Control of the drug situation. My honor roll student has been approached by other kids

looking to sell drugs to them in the CLASSROOM. They have witnessed sales. A drug s earch of

the exterior of the building is useless if the kids are carrying and storing it in lockers. Some

teachers are not t imely inputting grades in PowerSchool so your kid is at a disadvantage to

respond to a bad grade. It is frustrating to get emails from admin stating grades are there when

they are not across the board.  Although incorporating electronic tools for teaching - there is

almost too much dependance on lesson information stored on remote services - more face to

face interaction between teachers and students.  Coed gym is great but activities need to be

moderated as they involve too much competitiveness, contact and roughness. Coed gym needs

to be safer for girls. Both my daughters have been injured by male students in gym. Continued

investment in science, math and technology is needed. New science labs should be evaluated

(again).  Communication when incidents occur. Powerschool being updated in a t imely fashion

by teachers. Not mix the different levels of students so much (CP with ACC). You then run into

the issue where you have kids that want to learn, however you have kids that are more of a

distraction or really SLOW the class down.  - more parking Ensure all classes are engaging

with meaningful interactive experiences Consistent disciplinary consequences, that use

detentions more than suspensions More course choices to allow for more customization of a

student's learning experiences  Quality of food during lunches Increase passing time for

students - very difficult to run from one end of building, to locker, and back to class.  There are

two areas where the school is not doing a good job with the students: 1. Teaching

Responsibility - there has been a removal of responsibility at the high school, the example that

comes to mind is the need to sign in at study halls. In years past the signing in was required for

students who did not earn that right. Earning the right to go where you wanted was done by

having good grades, and not needing the structured study hall. The signing in is not reflective of

what life will be like for these students as they move on beyond high school. Colleges do not

have kids sign in to class, and jobs require responsibility - these life skills are vital and the high

school example is poor. 2. Not allowing students to reach their potential - The cirriculum at the

high school does not embrace the educational breadth that is evident in its students. Not all

students are interested in the prescribed course progression that is dictated by the

administration and the guidance group by grade. When students go outside the norm (and there

are few that do) they are not encouraged for wanting to learn more or bypass a subject that will

not help them in their educational exploring. There is a big disconnect here, between guidance,

teachers, administration and students. There should be choices that allow students to be

engaged in their learning not have subjects dictated to you. Again, I am happy to provide

specific examples. The high school is a diverse environment, much like what life will be for all

our students after they graduate. The school is not embracing their educational diversity and

giving the ability to accept responsibility and make good choices in high school to prepare them

for life after graduation. If anyone is interested in discussing further, you can contact me directly



at Clearer expecations of student behavior, Better

communications about school happenings and event, More communication from the

superintendent about futire goals and plans for the school.  I can't think of anything the school

is lacking.  I'm concerned about the violent incidents that I have heard about lately. I'm worried

that the violence could escalate. I'm also concerned about the use of foul language. I guess

since our daughter is a freshman and she comes from Sawyer where it was not tolerated at all. I

would think any use of foul language in the classroom would not be tolerated.  

 

 Conflict between band and AP biology. An

honors kid cannot take band in their sophmore year. There should be an emphasis on s ports

participation for all. The goal for the athletic director should be to increase student participation

in sports. Instead of emphasizing winning varsity teams, participation of all students in HS

sports should be encouraged. Hire better teachers that actually have experience in the

subject. The teachers are very smart but POOR communicators. The teachers

need to be taught not to teach the subject matters to death. Four weeks on a novel is too much.

Integrate the Arts programs better. If a child is playing a sport they shouldn't have to take gym.

I have only one minor complaint and that is with communication from  I don't know

what they have on their plates and they have a lot of students to deal with but I don't think

communication is as timely as it could be in responding to parents and questions from parents.

I'm concerned that I'll be c hasing down answers as my son enters his Senior year and prepares

for life after graduation. Again, they may be under-staffed and busy with other equally important

items but I'm not feeling a lot of support and feel as though getting information is not as easy as

it should be.  Increase policing of marijuana used in the school. The drugs in the school is

the biggest problem  1. Safety of students: There were several times over the course of the

year that my child felt unsafe at school due to a seemingly increasing amount of fights/arrests

over the course of the year. My child also mentioned there were a couple of instances in which

kids had brought to school/obtained minor weapons. It sounded like these incidents were taken

care of. Althought my child is not a direct target, there are also "gangs" of kids whose presence

intimidates my child and he feels uncomfortable by said presence during the day. 2. Increased

security presence to monitor and respond to incidents 3. My child mentioned the bathrooms

frequently smell of cigarettes and he has seen cigarettes in the urinal. Deterring drugs on

campus. More searches during the year.  Very disappointed in the fact that kids have to drop

band in order to fit other mainstream classes into their schedule. They should not have to drop

something they have learned since 5th grade because of poor schedule block arrangement, very

sad for future of creative arts. Kids need that in their lives as well. I know 10 kids who had to

drop out of band. Same kind of issue for gym requirement trying to fit in, shouldn't be necessary

if kids are doing school sports, a much more vigorous activity, again schedule conflicts.



Improved recognition of activities other than sports. It doesn't seem apparent that the

administration realizes the amount of time many students spend nor the skills that they learn

from design, cad, manufacturing, electronics to programing as part of the Robotics Team.

Compared to other schools with funding that have their parts machined; Nashoba's students

hand machine most parts on equipment dating back to the 50s. For many that want to pursue a

career in engineering it is a great hands on experience. Please send all mailing (snail mail) to

both parents. When parents don't communicate it is hard to know what is going on, I would be

willing to pay a fee for the postage.  They should implement progress reports for kids who are

not doing well.  Business department growth. A school. As large as nashoba should have

bigger business department. Cracking down on drugs at high school.  more support

encouraged and accessible to students more opportunities for mentoring by peers/peer

support/tutoring Scheduling should be improved. It is unfortunate that a student has to select

between AP Bio and continuing with art or band in 10th grade. I would also like to see other

science offerings in 9th grade. The high school could improve the process of selecting classes

in eight grade for incoming freshmen. I felt that my child took too many honors level classes this

year based on the recommendations of the eight grade teachers. 1. Teacher assessment and

performance review - There are teachers that need their practices reviewed, in light of struggling

students in their classrooms. When multiple students in the same class are failing tests, asking

for tutors, extra help and struggling with content (PowerSchool, the ASC and surveying

kids/parents would reveal this info)... Department Heads and Admin should be

inquiring/visiting/reviewing that teacher's methods and practices. Parents and kids know who the

teachers are that "need improvement", I often wonder if the Administration really does. 2. Show

careful discernment when implementing new ideas. It is tempting to just switch to something

"new" as a fix, instead of taking the time to honestly deal with, evaluate and adjust what is "old"

yet still has much value. 3. Athletic Facilities should be more equally available to community

events... I couldn't believe that the Relay for Life event was held in the parking lot when we have

a multi-million dollar track/athletic complex available. If the group left it a mess last year then

deal with that issue specifically with organizers instead of holding back what was originally billed

as a "community resource." Makes for poor Public Relations. I don't think the names of

students who are on honor roll should be publshed in a public newspaper. Doesn't that conflict

with student confidentiality? All classroom teachers should communicate with parents via email

at least once every 2 weeks. I hear only from a few. Most never communicate with parents.

My student says there are lots of bathrooms that aren't marked clearly as to whether they are

boys or girls Keep up the good work  n/a  Continue to search the schools and search for

drugs to eliminate the drugs in school. Kids smoking pot in the bathrooms is unacceptable.

Provide information about National Honor Society criteria and requirements for freshman.

Everyone should know the volunteer requirements and leadership up front so they are prepared if

nominated. Offer more freshman sports teams or recreational team options for those kids that

may want to play a sport but get cut. ie. volleyball league in the spring/ yoga class/ cross fit

class after school. A way to keep kids involved after school that may not be a top athlete for a

sport.  They should push out the link for the newsletter TV broadcasting - reaching out to the



community Getting stronger in math lunch often does not have time to be eaten by the time

the student gets on line to buy food and find a seat they have to return to class. gyms should be

a girls only and a boys only thing.. the girls do not participate if boys are watching and vice

versa. There are two gyms so this should be easy to do. My daughter often complains that gym

is useless and just a social t ime  The quality of teaching seems to vary wildly from teacher to

teacher. Some are fantastic, while others are less than impressive and don't really teach very

well. Freshman soccer so that more boys can play who want to. The guidance dept should

listen to the parents who know the child best and previous teacher/s: (When a child is

transferring in from other school). Rewarding through principal breakfast with parents and

students for good grades would be positive reinforcement.  For the most part I have found the

teachers and staff at Nashoba to be very supportive of my children. 

 Both of my students find it difficult that they don't always receive a rubric

before the day an assignment is due. They both have been taught to check their work against a

rubric to ensure they are meeting a t eacher's expectations. Without the rubric my students feel

they are trying to hit a moving target. One of my children even remarked, "It's hard to get an "A"

at Nashoba. I never know what is expected of me."  You should have the Honor Roll weighted

to reflect course levels. An A in a College Prep course is not equivalent to an A in an Honors or

an AP course. Also, please don't even consider adopting Standards Based Report Cards at the

high school, unless you are going to continue with issuing letter grades at the same time.

website information, upcoming dates/events clearly displayed on the website. important links to

information easily accessed- (they are not easy to find- links to SAT registrations, sports,

building use (district), etc.) school spirit that does not just revolve around sports. not every

student is an athlete or 'into sports' is the twitter feed really necessary? Please continue work

on the following problem: how the scheduling of AP science courses, beginning Sophomore

year, effectively culls a big chunk of the music kids (from concert band in particular). These are

kids who normally choose band as an elective because they love music and they so appreciate

that short, creative outlet in their otherwise academically overloaded days (not to mention the

connection and comraderie with other musicians). Considering that many colleges these days

are no longer giving course credit for some AP courses anyway, the whole AP hysteria seems

more like an academic status symbol than a need. Thank you for offering the honors option

(though I think it still has the effect of implying that that is a step down from AP!)  Stabilize the

sports programs (e.g. offer what you can sustain in teams year to year); set goals on expanding

arts programs (how do you get more kids involved in chorus, band and drama).  Give all

coaches an email at NRSD.net so we can communicate with them even though they are not



teachers there. Have one email to handle absences or late arrivals - like Nurse@nrsd.net. I send

mine to the Main office email but get 3 responses from secretaries and nurse saying they

received it. Seems like a waste of 3 peoples time rather than it going through one.  Innovation

within the curriculum - more work for higher order thinking skills as part of the assignments and

in-class discussion. Much of the questions I see require rote learning and don't ask students to

apply it to new situations. Scheduling - my daughter is giving up band and AP Bio because she

is interested in taking other electives and there is only time for one elective in a schedule. The

theater productions are excellent but students should be the ones doing the behind the scenes

work of make up, costumes and sets - not parents. Students are in charge in most other high

schools and are missing an opportunity at Nashoba.  My kids have had teachers who regularly

email and update their classroom websites and that is VERY helpful. Others do not. Not sure if

it can be made mandatory that each teacher keeps their sites up to date. --Please encourage

instructors to input timely grades in powerschool so students can gauge their assessments and

have a chance of understanding how to improvement by end of term grades. --The freshmen PE

grades are cumulative, not broken out by unit. As a result students don't know their assessment

per unit. I think the gradebooks are kept on a clipboard and then added to powerschool

infrequently and/or at the end of term. -

 --Some teachers websites are not publically exported (a parent would need a

google account visit the rubric) and some of the links in the staff directory are broken, e.g, Kim

Earley's (her link from the department website works). Can IT check links during the summer?

Mail. When a child has multiple addresses it would be nice for both parents to receive letters.

My son won an award and I missed the ceremony. Email is great. Everything should come by

email or mailing should go to both parents. The school itself is lacking in space- some

teachers have to keep their materials on movable carts and travel as nomads. I am also

concerned to hear that there is a lot of drug usage by students.  

 Loose the

25 credit mandate for senior year. Should be re-evaluated.  Help kids on IEP with more social

skills, more communication on activities  I believe the high school administration needs to

have confidence to take action on there own and have consistent disciplinary actions for ALL

students. I believe the guidance counselors are not effective in preparing kids for college

applications as many pay for outside help with essays and applications. I believe some teachers

need to be more tolerant of Different learners and as we do not expect every teacher to teach

the same every student does not learn the same. Finally I think we need to take a drug/ alcohol

problem seriously not baby steps. Be proactive. If anyone thinks there is not a problem then

they are very naive.  More dog drug searches in the school and parking lot. The search in the

parking lot did scare some, but some kids were bragging that they had their drugs in their back



packs --- so they were not going to get caught. Keeping an eye on the bathrooms being used to

smoke pot as well, especially the one near the Language Department. -A move should be

made to teach AP courses to upperclassmen only. Underclassmen are not prepared for the

demands of college level courses and most AP courses (especially Biology & Chemistry) are

designed for students who have already had a first pass of the curriculum. -Students should

have access to homework calendars or assignment sheets online from all teachers. -All

freshmen teachers should be checking homework routinely and it should be a requirement for

the student's grade - not just extra credit. Freshmen are still young and need to be taught good

study habits. If homework is not checked or only counted as extra credit, many students will not

do it and thus not continue building on a habit they learned in middle school. If homework is

necessary then it should be counted as such otherwise it shouldn't even be assigned.  I think

that when NRHS supports specific groups at school, all students should feel it is okay to NOT

participate without negative impact. In an effort to support all groups, often those who do not

agree can be viewed as bad. Students need to accept each other, that does not mean that you

have to agree with every ones choices. There are not enough after school clubs. My child

went to Hale and was in Rock Climbing Club, Art Club and did Hawk News. She misses having

a club after school. 

 

2. EDUCATING "AVERAGE KIDS"--Let's just say we had one kid who is quite academically

adept, one who is average, and both graduated from Nashoba. The academic kid looked at

sibling's experience and said Nashoba sure does cater to the above-average crowd -- more

respect, more resources. 

It is becoming more and more difficult

for kids to participate in music and also take high level classes due to scheduling difficulties.

There are also difficult conflicts for kids who are involved in sports and music. My girls have been

in the Advanced Jazz Band (Thursday evenings) and have always had to grapple with conflicts

with their field hockey and lacrosse games. Also, I believe that kids who are involved in sports

should be able to waive their day time gym requirement in order to take high level classes such

as AP bio and chem. Regarding the class levels, I have found that while honors may be

extremely challenging, the accelerated class might not be rigorous enough. I'll use math as the

example; where my son really struggled at the honors level to achieve a B -, the accelerated level

was so easy it really required almost no work to achieve an A/A+. I have felt the same way

about the English levels, but haven't seen it so much with the sciences and history.

Security  Thinking that PowerSchool is an effective communication tool is a mistake.

Teachers need to put more effort into communicating directly to parents when kids have issues



(e.g., going from A/B before holidays to ~D after). PowerSchool login credentials are useless.

Users should be able to set them to something that can be remembered. Current system forces

users to write down the credentials. $10 alert for school lunch balance is useless since it takes

less than two days to spend that much. Weekly reminders and the time it takes for funds to get

processed makes the alert too little too late.  Safety Staff support for troubled students

Supervision at all times for special needs students Drug monitoring  Parking is a huge problem

when there are multiple events (especially other groups renting the school). I have not been able

to find parking numerous times this year. Even when I try to drop off or pick up my children, the

police would not let us stop at the school. We need to come up with a solution for parking.  

 I'm told a couple more minutes to get to the bus at the end of the day would be a huge

help, and I think slightly longer lunch periods would be an improvement.  1) Provide some

support to in-coming freshmen in transitioning and adjusting to the high school environment. 2)

The school has improved in having additional interventions in assuring that the school is a drug

free environment, still security in regard to accessability to the school during after-school hours

could use some improvement.  My daughter is in all CP courses and constantly complains

about the students in her classes being out of control, disrespectful to the teachers and other

students and very regularly talking about drugs and alcohol. It's very upsetting to her.  Drug

abuse issue School pride not just sports pride More education about drug abuse More

education about bullying Support ALL sport teams Telling parents when to sign students up

for SAT exam. More tutors for chemistry.  We need to attend to the changing population of

students and make sure we have the resources available to help them. Also is there a way to

allow varsity athletes to not take PE when they are playing in their sports season? Too many

injuries occur in PE class that affect performance in their other sport. Support AP and Honors

curriculum. Students who take double period honors courses should be able to obtain a waiver

for course requirements such as tech ed. Due to their difficult course load they are unable to fit

these classes in their schedules. Rather than punish them for taking a difficult course load, we

should acknowledge their competence in these areas where they have already demonstrated

tech ed skills in their other classes. Provide looping as an option for students and teachers.

When teachers and students develop a relationship that promotes and fosters learning, why

shouldn't they have the option to stay in an environment that helps them succeed? It is in the

best interest of the student and the teacher. Our public education system is about helping

students succeed ( in all levels) and providing a learning environment that teachers want to

teach in. Looping is not for everyone but should be an option for students and teachers that want

it. THE DROP OFF LINE IN THE MORNING, SOMETIMES CAR PARK AND MESS UP ON

CONTINUATION OF THE LINE, ALSO THE NRSD VAN HAS BEEN PARKED NUMBEROUS

TIMES IN THE LINE. I BELIEVE THAT NRSD HAS A DRUG PROBLEM, THE DOGS WENT

AROUND THE SCHOOL, HOW ABOUT IN THE SCHOOL. I HOPE THAT THE DRUG

PROBLEM WILL GET RESOLVED ASAP.  1. Drug free bathrooms. Students are doing drugs

there because they know there's no camera in the bathrooms. 2. Way to teach students to write



more effectively.  There is a huge lack of intramural/rec sports for kids that dont make the

sports teams. Kids/teens NEED exercise. Matball and volleyball are not nearly enough and

given little attention. All children should have the right to utilize the school's athletic facilities, not

the elite athletes only. The lunch program is lacking.The food is expensive. Parents should have

better means of controlling what their children can spend. 

 too many kids on the honor roll-my

oldest graduated in 2008 in a very smart class with many fewer numbers on the honor roll.

athletics-banners in the gym have not been updated since 2007 or 2008. in addition, the state

individual champions banner has been taken down and replaced with a football banner which is

for a divisional win in central mass-does not require a banner. when i attend indoor track meets

at many local schools, their banners are up-to-date. also, board with outdoor track times-located

in upper gym-has not been updated since 2009. my child has graduated sunday and her XC and

track league and divisional wins are not on banners, maybe booster club could donate money

towards updates. cars and parking-many kids for years are parking without paying the fee.

finally, this year, a mediocre attempt was made to collect fees. an administrator should be

assigned and held accountable for collecting fees, also, sophomores should not be parking until

seniors graduate because there are not enough parking spaces. again, put an administrator in

charge to check daily for parking pass. athletics-speaking of fees(above): many of my child's

teammates did not pay athletic fees at all! until winter of this year! when coaches told them they

needed to pay. someone should be accountable for collecting fees-  3-

season varsity athletes should not have to take gym. they are already doing 2 hours of training

each day-6 days a week, plus game/meet times- and are more likely to get injured during a gym

class. 1. Zero Tolerance for drugs, drinking, and violence 2. Have school uniforms....dress

codes are ineffective Teachers need to return exams faster A few teachers need to

communicate with students effectively more dances for the students  PLEASE make sure the

lunch balance notifications are sent in a t imely manner. I either don't get an email and my son

comes home and says they only allowed a grilled cheese sandwich because he is in the

negative or I get the email after he has a negative balance. Also, I have asked but been told that

we can't change are user id and PW on Powerschool and have to keep the one we have now

which is some assigned numbers and letters which I always have to look up as they are too

hard to memorize them. Most places have a way of personalizing passwords.  Better music

department  1. Support the teachers more - they are the key to getting the kids involved. 2.

Address the drug problem head on - stop telling us there isn't an issue and please stop using

the excuse that "every school has drugs." Just because they do doesn't mean we should.

 Mixing of various students all levels so that students aren't

segregated by course selections. Create or have more clubs for students who are artistic.  Be

proactive in insuring that there is true "diversity" - welcoming and encouraging all points of view,

not simply those currently deemed "politically correct". For example, there is an outstanding



speaker/program from First Concern crisis pregnancy center offered to schools, homeschool,

churches throughout the area. An assembly for that should be no less mandatory than some of

those that are currently required.  Less homework/stress on k ids, especially those in higher

level classes. There should be a cultivation of the love of learning.  

 I would like to see things like the academic

awards at the end of the year be highlighted a bit more. I feel that they are almost secretive.

Whereas I'm always aware of kids who excel or get awards in athletics.  Traffic in the AM ..

should be some type of control traffic cop nothing else would be needed  Getting to participate

in the school plays is a bit political. My child was cut from the backstage crew on two plays. I

feel it is important for each child to find a place for themselves in high school, and this was one

of the things my daughter wanted to participate in. She wanted to be helpful with the plays, and

was told that there wasn't any need for her. 1.) Expand the successful Business Program

offerings.

Any additional comments or feedback?

Administration needs to listen to their students. A big part of your job is to serve these students

and when you don't listen to them or make them feel like their opinion counts, you are falling

short of your job. It is not all about meeting numbers. 

 Thanks for being a high rated

school that cares  Children should not be allowed to come to school when having a record of a

stolen gun! And having held someone up with it! It made me worried for everyone. Why should

everyone be endangered over someone who did something dangerous?  

 Improving our ranking. - - not ranked this year in

USNews&World Report - -why?  I continue to be impressed with Nashoba. I do think that the

high school administration, teachers and staff are exemplary. However, it's time to take a more

open view of some of the issues we have. Please stop trying to convince parents that there isn't

a drug/alcohol issue. We hear it from our kids. It's not acceptable.  What are the expectations

for teacher feedback now that powerschool is available to parents? While I have access to

grades, most teachers are not communicating with me if my child is in the danger zone (C- or

below). Thanks for all your hard work...I know it's never possible to please everyone!

PLEASE consider starting AFTER Labor Day as Lincoln-Sudbury does and other districts do.

call snow days the night before if possible so child care can be arranged if needed  If there

were a way for teachers to post final grades each semester a few days ahead of the close that

would be helpful to kids that need to discuss something with the teacher to correct the grade.

One of my son's teachers posted 3 grades the day it closed and it completely changed his

grade for the seamster - not just his - several kids in the class. Re-evaluate some of the

teachers there.  It is my understanding that some of the teachers that used to teach Honors

courses are now teaching CP courses and vice versa. While I understand the weaker students



may need the stronger teachers, it seems like somewhat of a disservice to the stronger

students to give them the weaker teachers. I don't know the solution to this situation, but I think

it is something that should be looked into further.  Thank you for providing the opportunity for

parents to give feedback both positive and negative. 

 I am

very pleased with Nashoba for my children's education. I am concerned as a parent about the

drugs and weapons that are not only at Nashoba but in all high schools. It scares me.  Thank

you for the quality education delivered.  Thanks for asking  Our Senior missed Awards night

(because he did not receive information regarding this) and thus was not present to receive an

award he had earned. This was disappointing for all of us. Maybe double-checking that no

student is forgotten, to avoid this in the future. .  We are very pleased with the education our

children are receiving at NRHS.  While my child has chosen high level classes and works very

hard, he's never complained about the school and is happy to go. You must be doing lots of

things right.  Taking a group to this years graduation was very expensive. tickets and parking

was close to $100.00, and I think that is unfortunate. over all most of the teachers are very

knowledgable and seem very caring of all students' needs. we are happy with the education our

children are receiving. they are being challenged and learning alot.we love the baseball history

class!   Mail. When a c hild has

multiple addresses it would be nice for both parents to receive letters. My son won an award and

I missed the ceremony. Email is great. Everything should come by email or mailing should go to

both parents. Thanks for keeping a very visible presence against drugs in the school. I

appreciate the Resource Officer and the K9 search to make sure it is understood that drugs will

not be tolerated in school. 

 Proud to say we go to Nashoba!  Honor roll

should be based on weighted GPA as the honors courses are much more challenging and thus

it is more difficult to make "honor" than if these students elected to take accelerated or CP

classes. We want to encourage kids to take the highest level possible not settle for an easier

course in order to make honor roll. Why have a deadline for turning in permission slips if they

are going to be overriden. This does not teach the kids any responsibility and prepare them for

the real world. It also shows them they don't have to respect the people setting or enforcing the

deadlines parry graham has been doing a pretty good job-more varied course offerings.

They should have an after school program for kids that need to stay and do homework, a

structured one. Maybe with a tutor. My child was recommended for Advanced Env Science

but wanted to take Engineering the Future b/c she liked the description of the class. ETF had an

OK curriculum and a fine teacher but the caliber of student in that class is so low that it is



taught at a level below a CP class. My child should have not been allowed to sign up for it

without someone telling us what she was getting into and applying for an over-ride. It would be

nice if ETF was offered on the Accelerated level. Just to note - this input is from a parent of a

three season sport parent whose child also participates in music and theatre.  Increased

student assaults is a big concern. Either increase staff supports or implement stricter penalties.

Also no 1:1 supervision for more significantly challenged special needs students at times allows

for wandering and destruction of school property which parents are not told about nor behavior

interventions are put into place.  It's a very good idea to ask for feedback; hopefully someone

will actually read the surveys and consider what is being said. These are children and the school

should always be doing what is in the best interest of the children. There's been lots of talk of

Nashoba being a respected school in admissions offices. According to one of my kids, who

worked in his (very well-respected) college admissions office for a few years, Nashoba is seen

as "OK." However, he's been told an equivalent applicant from Wellesley HS or Acton-

Boxborough gets preference every time. The kid also noted that those explanations of class

levels, etc., that get sent out with the transcripts are immediately tossed; they know what each

school's class toughness looks like.  I'm glad that there's a presence with the drug dogs trying

to create a drug free zone at the high school  Because my son has a SPED plan, he is in

mostly CP classes which is completely different than the accelerated and honors classes in

terms of the behavior of the kids in class. When my son is organized, he can do really well so

when he is in the CP classes, there are a lot of behavior issues (not that he is perfect) and

therefore a lot of distractions. It's too bad there can't be classrooms for kids like my son where

they are structured and the kids that need to be disciplined are in a different class. The SPED

teacher can do so much.  We would like to see graduation held back at the high school. The

new turf football field makes it possible. The DCU center makes the ceremony impersonal.

There should be strict criteria for selecting teachers teaching such important classes at the AP

level. 

 My child has enjoyed his first two years at

Nashoba. Thank you!  We are lucky to live within the Nashoba Regional School District.

Keep up the good work!  One of the questions above was about leadership. We appreciate the

regular e-mails, and the newsletter; no complaints really about communication. But my student

at least has little sense of what the school administrators actually do, and would be hard put to

recognize them in the halls. 

 

Also, from talking to current college students

where I work, they tell me that the thing that got them seriously thinking about college was

having upperclassmen they knew go through it. It might be a good idea to have some small

group, student-led/recent graduate led sessions, to get the sophomores and juniors thinking

about this.  Just that we really do love the school system. I just attended the Nashoba HS

Graduation on Sunday (photographs here and I am featuring the graduation on my website:



 I was in awe of how well-

managed it was. The ceremony didn't go on and on. Well done. You could see such joy in the

faces of all of the graduates and the administration. I could see genuine happiness for the

graduates by the administration. It was such a wonderful experience. I look forward to my

daughter's graduation in another few years. Thanks very much!  Nashoba is a wonderful school

and proud to have all my children attend. Most of the teachers are fabulous and we are lucky to

have such exceptional educators. We need to support them! Also Dr Graham and Mr Cote are

great administrators. 

 They are very Much in tune to the happenings of the school good or bad and

should feel confident to handle situations appropriately . Very good school  I really believe

principals should frequently walk through classrooms, unannounced. I believe in site visits,

especially in situations including minors and tax dollars. You'd keep the kids on their toes.

You'd keep the teachers on their toes. I'd prefer a walk through on first period and see which

teachers are actually on t ime and prepared to teach. During the June 9 awards ceremony it was

evident to me that the principals didn't have much awareness of the "good" kids getting the

awards and you just kind of "phoned it in". Perhaps that's the way it has to be -- because you're

overwhelmed with higher priorities. You see, I had to explain to my mom (grandma) who you

were and the good things that you do. I had to tell her after about Dr. Graham's commitment to

education and Mr. Cote's undying loyalty to the underdog. But, folks, it was her first impression

of you principals honoring her grandchild. What she saw was her freshmen grandbaby come in

and sit with us as the auditorium filled. We were excited that she was getting an award. All the

seats were filling. Then the announcement came: students, please move down front. So,

everyone redistributed their seats. Next, was the massacre of names. Then, kids all over the

stage, because not one instructor could instruct the kids to either pick stage left or s tage right.

It wasn't until Tom O'Toole made a suggestion that it was decided to streamline the names and

call full categories together. My mom said to me, " Is this their first day on the job? I gotta tell

you, Hon, if this disorganization what the teachers present to the kids every day, my grandkid

doesn't stand a chance."  Keep up the good work

Number of daily responses




